SECURITY
CYBER THREAT ASSESSMENT

SOLUTIONS

PREVENT DATA AND NETWORK SECURITY BREACHES
Today's cybercriminals use some of the most sophisticated
and stealthy techniques to access sensitive corporate networks hijacking data to sell to the highest bidder or holding until ransom
has been paid.
VSS and Plex let you discover your organization’s vulnerabilities through
proactive, repeated testing using the same tools and techniques
that hackers use.

Through an exclusive partnership, VSS and Plex provide
customized penetration test and security assessments based on
your goals, external reconnaissance, scanning and testing of existing
systems, internal vulnerability scanning, Red Team test events, business

VSS + Plex Cyber Security Solutions let you answer
these critical security questions

exploitation impact studies, multi-level reporting within our SRAF/NIST
framework and tailored security training for your associates.

• Could I identify ransomware or other
credible threats if they found their way into
my inbox?
• Do our systems have security flaws?
• Can attackers penetrate into our company’s
network?
• How does our staff respond to malicious
attacks like phishing, tailgating & fake
wireless networks?

DIGITAL FORENSICS
INCIDENT RESPONSE

• How do our cyber security standards
compare to industry best practices?

THE PLEX ADVANTAGE

IDENTIFY

What's different about the VSS + Plex Offering?

Risk Factors and Rapid Incident Triage

Plex Solutions is accredited by the National Security Agency as part of the
inaugural class of elite Vulnerability Assessment Services (VAS) providers
under the NSA's National Security Cyber Assistance Program (NSCAP).

DEVELOP
Remediation Plan and Advanced Threat
Actor Risk Mitigation

Our highly screened and vetted experts are led by cyber security trailblazers Terry
Bradley and Stan Nolen, former US military intelligence officers who have dedicated

IMPLEMENT

their careers to offensive information security testing, information assurance and
operations as well as military-grade cyber security. Our colleagues and partners

Remediation Plan and Advanced Threat
Actor Risk Mitigation

span all areas of expertise and includes consultants with Top Secret/SCI Level
Clearance.

MAINTAIN
Ongoing Operations

WHY TRUST OUR TEAM?

Since 1990, VSS has been helping clients transform their business with people, process and technology – without introducing new risk. As
internal and external threats increase in speed and scale, VSS and our Security partners help protect data against advanced, persistent
cyberattacks.
Our experts’ mature security strategies let organizations modernize operations while mitigating risk, transform identity and network access
protocols, application development, privacy policies, and data security standards. Intelligent insight restores IT’s power to respond to
breaches in real time.

800.467.8614
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